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The WILDER WEST...
                                                            the Art & of DAVE WILDER

Dave Wilder’s art can be seen at:  

http://www.wilderarts.com

This painting, featuring a turkey vulture skull above crossed mon-
key wrenches is respectfully dedicated to the life and writings of Ed-
ward Abbey. It’s one of a new series of paintings that presents natu-
ral and human-made objects in trompe l’oeil style, arranged to evoke 
symbolic motifs such as flags, emblems, sigils or, in this case, a coat 
of arms. This one reflects my deeply held belief that wilderness has 
a right to exist for its own sake and that it is worth fighting for. I will 
not be selling prints, but the original is currently available through 
my website: www.wilderarts.com. A portion of the proceeds will go 
to the Wilder International Survey Stake Removal Fund.

-DW
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The mission of Moab Solutions is to reduce and eliminate the 
waste of materials and human potential while nurturing the 

well-being of the natural world.  We protect and restore natural 
areas, help the homeless help themselves, and promote the 
benefits of Respect, Rethink, Reduce, Reuse and Recycle 
practices.  At our core is a deep respect for and love of the 

natural world and all lives that depend upon it.

Donations to SOLUTIONS are welcome!
All donations made to Solutions go directly toward expenses in our 
efforts to provide“Respect, Rethink, Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle” 

activities and education.

we are now a 501(c)(3)

Please mail your contribution to: Solutions, 
P. O. Box 1549, Moab, UT 84532

http://www.moab-solutions.org/index.html

MOAB
SOLUTIONS
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THE DESERT RAT 
COMMANDO

THE FOOTPRINTS
Top 10 List for October 2014

Top 5 headlines in the news:
1. Scottish independence vote
2. California wildfires growing
3. 2 Americans infected with Ebola coming 
     to Atlanta hospital
4. Police militarization
5. ObamaCare successes and failures

Top 5 headlines from Fox News:
1. Scottish vote to secede from ObamaCare
2. California wildland firefighters suffer 
     under ObamaCare
3. Obama allows Ebola patients to apply 
     for ObamaCare
4. Police body armor doesn’t repel ObamaCare
5. ObamaCare failures

WILL SHAKESPEARE SAYS...

Please read The Zephyr...it’s so
freakin’ literary.

Here’s a whole new spin on 
the People’s Climate Train, a 
la Joe Biden in Aspen......

‘Biden’s 40-car motorcade 
sped to Aspen after landing 
at the Eagle County Re-
gional Airport, arriving in town 
around 8:30 p.m. Law en-
forcement personnel escorting 
the motorcade blocked every 
intersection as the caravan 
passed along the 70-mile 
route using Interstate 70 and 
Highway 82. The operation, 
which a Pitkin County sheriff’s 
deputy said went smoothly, 
will be repeated in reverse 
this evening when Biden 
leaves town.’

http://www.weeklystandard.
com/blogs/biden-escapes-
washington-private-equity-
conference-aspen_805383.
html


